Writing Assignment
Daily Journal Entry - Holocaust

Directions:

1. Read all of these directions before beginning this assignment.
2. In your Writing Journal, skip a line from the previous entry and write “Holocaust Daily Entry”, centered on the page, as the title for the assignment. Write the date to the right of the title. You must have three entries per work plan period.
3. Your entries must focus on what you are learning about the Holocaust. These can be about the facts that you have learned, how you are feeling about what you are learning, empathizing with the people going through this, making connections to the novel studies books you are reading, etc. If you are uncertain about what to write, please see the teacher.
4. Re-read what you have written, making any necessary changes or corrections. This should be your BEST work.
5. Mark the date on which you completed this assignment on your work plan.
6. Turn your Writing Journal into your mailbox upon completion of Thursday’s entry. This will be accepted as on time if it is turned in either Thursday or first thing Friday morning (before attendance).